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Abstract Silicon optical ring resonators are potentially valu-
able for many applications. Due to the limited design freedom
(coupling coefficient and roundtrip length), the functionality and
performance cannot always be fully explored and optimized. In
addition, high-contrast silicon ring resonators suffer from par-
asitic coupling between the clockwise and counterclockwise
modes as well as the parasitic coupling from the input to both
circulating modes, which degrades or even distorts the response.
In this paper, we give an overview of our work to harness these
effects as additional design parameters to overcome the detri-
mental effects and realize novel functionalities in silicon ring
resonators. Through simulations and experimental character-
ization, we show how the manipulation of backreflection and
backcoupling enables various novel functions, including tunable
Fano resonances with maximum slope rate over 700 dB/nm,
tunable electromagnetically induced transparency which slows
light down over 1100 ps, a single mode silicon ring resonator
with a free spectral range over 150 nm and tuning efficiency over
11 times higher compared to that of a conventional silicon ring
resonator, fundamental suppression of inevitable backscattering,
spectral tuning, single sideband filtering, and ultra high Q / large
finesse resonances.
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resonators as a new degree of design freedom
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1. Introduction
A ring resonator consists of a loop waveguide coupled to one
or two bus waveguides. The nature of coherent feedback
provided by the loop waveguide to the bus waveguide(s)
generates resonances with high Q factor and large extinction
ratio (ER). The use of high-contrast silicon photonics as
the platform for ring resonators further reduces the foot-
print as well as improves the free spectral range (FSR) and
the finesse. Thus silicon ring resonators are considered for
numerous photonics applications, ranging from laser cavi-
ties, filters, sensors, quantum optics, modulators, nonlinear
optics and so on [1–5].
The basic schematic of an add-drop ring resonator is
provided in Fig. 1, together with its transmission spectra. A
very comprehensive review can be found in Ref. [6]. When
designing resonators, there are usually only two parameters
to manipulate, i.e. the coupling coefficient(s) κ and the total
roundtrip length L. For a given waveguide cross-section, L
determines the FSR and resonant wavelength, while κ plays
a vital role in the ER and Q factor.
On one hand, this limited design space makes a ring res-
onator easy to model and design, but on the other hand,
Figure 1: An ideal ring resonator generates Lorentzian-
shaped resonances at the through and drop ports.
Figure 2: Internal reflections will impact the outputs of a
ring resonator significantly. Resonances will split and strong
transmission to the add and in ports will appear.
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Figure 3: Backcoupling in a ring resonator a and a direc-
tional coupler (b). It is responsible for the asymmetry in the
split resonance (c).
it limits the functionality and performance that can be
achieved. Consequently, only symmetric Lorentzian reso-
nances can be generated from a conventional ring resonator,
and for a given type of waveguide there are fundamental
upper limits on the achievable Q factor, ER and FSR [6].
To enhance the ring performance, variations on the clas-
sical ring resonator structure have been developed. For in-
stance, silicon ring resonators with a Bragg grating reflec-
tor inside have shown to enhance the quality of the reso-
nance [7]. Th Bragg reflector couples the clockwise and
counterclockwise propagating modes in the ring, effectively
turning the ring into a coupled resonator. This makes it
possible to generate tunable fast and slow light [8], to gen-
erate a single mode in transmission [9] and reflection spec-
tra [10], as novel optical sensors [11, 12], and as filters with
advanced functionalities [13, 14]. Besides Bragg gratings,
placing other reflective elements inside a ring cavity has also
been frequently investigated, including tunable reflector, in-
tentional defects, fiber tips, particles and so on. With these
reflective elements, applications like complex resonances,
exceptional point observation, chirality manipulation, single
mode filtering can be achieved [15–18].
The use of multiple coupled ring resonators is very anal-
ogous to an internal reflector, as it also introduces cou-
pling between different resonant modes. Coupled rings have
been used to demonstrate filters with a tunable bandwidth,
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), Fano reso-
nance, tunable group delay, quantum information process-
ing, novel sensors,optical single-sideband modulation and
so on [19–23].
Even if there are no intentional reflective elements, there
is still another source of internal reflections, namely the
stochastic backscattering induced by sidewall roughness.
This is an inevitable problem in high contrast waveguides,
as used in most silicon photonics platforms [24–28]. The
backscattering will cause weak and random reflections in
the silicon waveguide, but in a ring resonator this effect
has severe consequences, as all the weak reflections will co-
herently build up inside the resonator and form the counter-
circulating mode. The two circulating modes (clockwise and
counterclockwise, indicated with CW and CCW) are origi-
nally degenerate and resonate at the same frequency. When
they start to couple with each other due to the backscattering,
Figure 4: Internal reflections will impact the resonance of a
ring resonator. r in the figures refers to power reflectivity.
Figure 5: With increasing resonance bandwidth, the reso-
nance splitting doesn’t disappear, it just becomes invisible.
they will lose this degeneracy. As a consequence, resonance
splitting will occur in the output spectra at the through and
drop ports, and strong reflection to the in port and leakage
to the add port are also induced [29–31], which are shown
in Fig. 2.
Irrespective of its origins, internal reflections impact the
performance of a ring resonator. Therefore, there is a tremen-
dous opportunity if the reflections can be engineered as a
degree of freedom for the design of the ring resonator. It en-
ables functions that cannot be realized with a ring resonator
without reflections. Moreover, if the combination of internal
reflections, including the stochastic backscattering, can be
controlled, then the ring resonator can be tuned to a condi-
tion where the stochastic backscattering is suppressed. In
later sections, we will show our methods to intentionally in-
troduce reflections into a ring which can be fully tuned from
from 0 to almost 100% using simple thermo-optic phase
shifters; this is a key difference with previously mentioned
approaches to intentionally introduce reflections inside a
ring. We also demonstrated various functions using this tech-
nique, including backscattering suppression, tunable Fano
resonances with ultra large extinction ratio and slope rate,
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Figure 6: Simulated spectra at the through port with varying
backcoupling ( f factor) to show how the split resonance
evolves.
tunable electromagnetically induced transparency, and slow
light.
Even with the presence of internal reflections, there is an-
other factor that also affects ring resonator behavior, namely
the backcoupling. As illustrated in Fig. 3, backcoupling usu-
ally occurs unintentionally at the directional couplers of
the ring [31]. Our research has demonstrated that this phe-
nomenon is responsible for asymmetric resonance splitting.
In other words, controlling the backcoupling allows tuning
of the peak asymmetry in a split resonance, which is useful
for resonance-splitting based applications. Later on, we will
also demonstrate our approach to leverage this undesirable
effect into another controllable degree of freedom for silicon
ring resonators.
In this paper, we review and discuss our previous work
presented in [16,31–35] and present some additional results
on these two novel degrees of freedom in the design and
manipulation of ring resonators, which originate from two
unwanted and non-deterministic parasitic effects (i.e. backre-
flection and backcoupling). By proper but non-trivial design,
they can be turned into controllable parameters and thus
can be engineered to achieve more advanced and complex
functionalities from ring resonators. In section 2, a theo-
retical explanation and experimental observation of back-
reflection and backcoupling will be given and their impact
on the outputs of ring resonators will be be presented. Af-
ter that, section 3.1 discusses ways to engineer one of the
two parameters, namely internal reflections, and various
advanced functionalities demonstrated in silicon ring res-
onators will be reported. Afterwards, section 3.2 will be
about the manipulation of another degree of freedom, which
is the backcoupling. Finally comes the conclusion.
2. Unwanted and non-deterministic effects in
silicon ring resonators
An ideal ring resonator is supposed to support two degener-
ate modes, i.e. clockwise mode (CW) and counter-clockwise
mode (CCW). When exciting only a single input port, only
one of these will be excited. This mode travels multiple
roundtrips and lead to destructive (constructive) interfer-
ence at the through (drop) port at resonance, which leads to
the typical Lorentzian shaped peaks. However, unwanted in-
ternal reflections, usually through backscattering, as well as
backcoupling (inadvertent excitation of the wrong mode in
the coupling structure), can drmatically alter this behavior.
2.1. Internal reflections
Usually it’s desirable for a ring to be implemented in a
high index-contrast platform as this allows sharp bends, and
therefore an ultra compact footprint, which in turn gives a
large FSR and small mode volume. However, the high index
contrast introduces the stochastic backscattering induced by
the sidewall roughness. This problem has been extensively
studied in previous decades as it is an inevitable conse-
quence of the common fabrication process of lithography
and etching. It has been reported to be the main loss source
for silicon photonics strip waveguides and causes stochastic
fluctuations to both reflection and transmission spectra of
such a waveguide [24–27]. The effect of the backreflection
gets amplified in resonators due to the long photon lifetime
(and multiple roundtrips before decaying to a low intensity).
Even very weak roundtrip reflection will coherently build
up and excite the opposite circulating mode. Under such cir-
cumstance, the two originally degenerate circulating modes
(CW and CCW) will couple with each other and exchange
power. Consequently their degeneracy will be broken and
they will resonate on different frequencies as illustrated in
Fig. 2 [29–31]. For a coupled resonator the same behavior
(resonance splitting) is expected when the two resonators are
identical. Very detailed and comprehensive models based on
temporal coupled mode theory (tCMT) have been developed
to explain this phenomenon [29, 31]. Here we just give the
transmission at the through port derived from tCMT:
St
Si
= 1− 1
2
[
µ2i
j(ω−ω1)+ BW02
+
µ2i
j(ω−ω2)+ BW02
] (1)
ω1 = ω0+µr (2)
ω2 = ω0−µr (3)
Where ω0 and BW0 are the intrinsic resonance frequency
and bandwidth of the resonator without any parasitics. They
are determined by the physical configurations including total
length ,loss rate etc. µi refers to the mutual coupling between
the resonator and the bus waveguide while µr represents the
mutual coupling between the two modes (CW and CCW).
Clearly, due to the existence of µr, now two resonance
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Figure 7: (a) schematic of an integrated tunable reflector.
(b) Simulation results show that by adding only 0.5pi phase
change to its arm, the reflectivity can be tuned from 0 to
100%.
Figure 8: Experimental results of the tunable reflector shown
in Fig. 7 confirm that by consuming only 6 mW, the reflec-
tivity can be tuned over a 35 dB change.
modes at individual frequencies appear and a resonance
splitting appears.
On one hand, our previous research revealed that the
resonance splitting caused by sidewall roughness induced
backscattering can occur very frequently [31]. Especially
for high Q factor resonances, there can be as many as 80%
resonances exhibiting splitting [31], which urges the need
to take control of the backscattering. On the other hand,
internal reflections can become beneficial if turn out to be
controllable. This is very much similar with Zeeman or Stark
effect in atom physics, where the spectral line of a energy
level will split due to the presence of external magnetic or
electric field that breaks the degeneracy of the energy states.
Also it’s very analogous to coupled harmonic oscillators in
quantum physics, where the coupling strength and loss rate
of each harmonic oscillator affects the frequency splitting
condition of this coupled system [36]. Given the ease and
convenience to measure a optical ring resonator, it can be
useful to use such a ring resonator with two coupled modes
or two coupled resonators to model those physics problems.
2.2. Backcoupling
Fig. 4, simulated with an optical circuit simulator - Caphe
[38], clearly shows the impacts of internal reflections on
the resonance of a ring resonator. First of all, it induces
resonance splitting as already explained in paragraph above.
Moreover, one might choose to reduce the Q factor (broaden
the resonance linewidth) in order to avoid the resonance
splitting. Actually this is incorrect as for a broader reso-
nance, it’s not the case that splitting disappears. Instead,
the two split peaks become invisible under the envelope as
evident in Fig. 5. For applications like filter, this might not
be a problem depending on the signal bandwidth. However,
for those applications where require precise control of the
light-matter interaction like frequency comb generation, this
is still problematic.
The maximum splitting distance is limited to one FSR,
because then adjacent resonances will merge again. So the-
oretically one could control the reflectivity to tune the res-
onance over an entire FSR. Another noticeable fact from
both Fig.4 and tCMT model is the symmetry in the peak
power of the split resonance. It’s both shown in the simu-
lated spectra and in tCMT model that, with only reflections,
the splitting is always symmetric. This also explains why
former research on modelling backscattering in silicon ring
resonators can only describe symmetric splitting with con-
ventional tCMT model [7, 39–41]. However, our analysis
of a very large number of measured ring resonances shows
that the asymmetric splitting is dominant over symmetric
splitting. In our dataset, we observed 80% of split reso-
nances exhibiting asymmetric peak power [31]. The origin
for the asymmetry is attributed to the backcoupling at the
directional couplers [31], which describes how much light
is coupled from input to the CW mode while the normal for-
ward coupling represents the coupling strength from input
to the CCW mode as shown in Fig. 3. Mathematically it can
also be proven using a modified tCMT model. The follow-
ing two equations show the transmission at the through port
with backcoupling included:
St
Si
= 1− 1
2
[
(µi−µ ′i )2
j(ω−ω1)+ BW02
+
(µi+µ
′
i )
2
j(ω−ω2)+ BW02
] (4)
St
Si
= 1− 1
2
[
µ2i (1− f )2
j(ω−ω1)+ BW12
+
µ2i (1+ f )2
j(ω−ω2)+ BW22
] (5)
Where µ ′i refers to the mutual coupling between the input
and the CW mode through backcoupling, a very similar
concept with the forward mutual coupling µi. While f in
the equation (5) is a dimensionless factor representing the
ratio between backcoupling and forward coupling. Using
this factor gives a more straightforward view of how the
two peak powers of a split resonance are affected by the
backcoupling. In Fig. 6 we provide the simulation results
of a ring resonator with the backcoupling included at the
directional coupler. Clearly, varying backcoupling ( f factor)
can adjust the relative peak power of the split resonance.
Interestingly, when f = 1, in other words, the backcoupling
equals the forward coupling, one peak will be suppressed,
leading to a non-split resonance, which is also verified by
equation (4). In the simulation, we manually modify the
scatter matrix of the directional coupler in order to vary
the backcoupling. However, this is completely unrealistic in
reality. In section 3.2 we will describe a circuit for manipu-
lating the backcoupling in silicon ring resonators.
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Figure 9: Schematic (a) and microscopic image (b) of a ring
resonator with a tunable reflector inside.
Figure 10: Simulated transmission at the through port of
a ring resonator with various parasitics (a), and with both
parasitics and a tunable reflector shown in Fig. 7 (b). By tun-
ing the reflector to correct condition, the resonance splitting
will be eliminated.
3. Turn non-deterministic effects into
controllable degrees of freedom
Section 2 talks about the two detrimental and non-deterministic
effects in ring resonators observed in rich experiments,
namely internal reflections and backcoupling. Without
proper correction, they are both detrimental to the perfor-
mance of a ring resonator or any ring based devices. How-
ever, when they can be intentionally controlled, they could
enable richer behavior in rings and be used to implement
new advanced functionalities. In [16, 33, 34] we initially
proposed how to manipulate the internal reflections using
tunable mirrors inside the ring, and with that demonstrated
new behavior in ring resonators. For the backcoupling, we
also proposed a technique in [35] to manipulate its effects.
Below we describe these techniques and perform a further
in-depth analysis on the merits.
3.1. Engineering internal reflections
Introducing internal reflections into a ring resonator is not
new. These examples using Bragg gratings, defects, scatter-
Figure 11: Principle to cancel the internal backscattering of
a ring resonator using an intentional reflector.
ers or particles as reflective elements [7–15, 17, 18] listed in
section 1 show that reflections in a ring can enable new func-
tionalities, but they all exhibit some non-negligible draw-
backs. Most importantly, the reflections introduced are not
predictable and definitely not easily tunable. In other words,
it’s hard to consider them as a reliable degree of freedom
at the design stage. Elaborate parameter sweeps are usually
needed in order to obtain the expected results. Moreover,
some of the demonstrated techniques are not compatible
with CMOS process technology, which reduces the advan-
tage in the context of silicon photonics. What’s more, using
metal particles or scatterers not only introduce reflections,
but also often introduce extra loss. To properly engineer
the reflections inside a ring, an integrated tunable reflector
that has low loss, is simple to fabricate and has efficient
tunability is needed.
3.1.1. A tunable reflector
In [32] we propose a 2-port integrated reflector as shown
in Fig. 7. The reflector itself, which we proposed in [32], is
a small circuit containing a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) with a loop waveguide connecting its outputs. The
structure is simple, yet it can provide satisfying performance
in terms of the tunability. The simulation in Fig. 7 shows that
by adding only 0.5pi phase shift to one arm of the MZI, the
reflectivity can be changed from 0 to almost 100%. Also the
experimental results of such a reflector confirms this broad
and efficient tunability, which is plotted in Fig. 8. 6 mW of
electrical power is enough to change the reflectivity by as
much as 35 dB. So incorporating such a reflector inside a
ring resonator can introduce controllable internal reflections.
3.1.2. Ring with a single internal reflector
The schematic and microscopic image of a ring resonator
with such a tunable reflector is given in Fig. 9. In following
section, we will show a couple of interesting applications
using this device.
The first one comes about fundamental suppression of
the stochastic internal reflections [33], including the in-
evitable sidewall roughness induced backscattering as well
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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Figure 12: (a) and (b) present measured spectra at the
through ports of two adjacent ring resonators without the
tunable reflector to show presence of resonance splitting due
to sidewall roughness. (c) provides the active measurement
of a device with a reflector inside to show the elimination
of the resonance splitting by tuning the reflector.
as lumped reflections induced at any perturbations or dis-
continuities, for instance the bend/straight interface and the
coupling sections. The reflector is supposed to compete with
the stochastic reflections. The principle behind this is simple
as illustrated in Fig. 11: the stochastic backscattering will
couple a portion of the CCW mode into the CW mode. And
the intentional reflector will also couple another portion of
CCW mode into CW mode. These two generated CW light
can have destructive interference and cancel out each other
under proper tuning condition of the reflector. Under this
circumstance, the ring resonator behaves as if no stochastic
backcoupling is present inside.
The simulation results using an optical circuit simulator -
Caphe [38] - are plotted in Fig. 10. In this circuit simulation,
a lumped reflector is implemented in the ring cavity as a
model for the stochastic reflections, which is responsible
the resonance splitting. It has a constant reflectivity which
is dependent on the ring length [24, 31] but a random phase
that contains the stochastic characteristic. Other parasitics
like the reflections and backcoupling at the couplers is also
included. Fig. 10a shows the original state where resonance
splitting is present due to the reflections. Clearly, by tuning
the reflector into the correct condition, the splitting will be
eliminated, as evident in Fig. 10b.
Figure 13: (a) and (b) give the measured reflection spectra
and the unwanted leakage to the add port respectively. Under
the correct tuning condition where splitting is eliminated,
the reflection and leakage to the add port are significantly
suppressed.
Figure 14: Strong internal reflections in a ring resonator will
suppress the extinction ratio of a resonance.
Figure 15: The reflection spectrum of the tunable reflector:
only one wavelength has zero reflectivity while the rest in a
broad span exhibits very strong reflections [32].
The experimental results are provided in Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13. Obviously, not only the resonance splitting at the
through and drop ports can be successfully eliminated, but
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Figure 16: A silicon ring resonator with an ultra wide FSR
by internal reflections engineering.
Figure 17: (a) and (b) give the schematic and microscopic
image of the device used to generate a ring resonator with
an ultra wide FSR and tuning range. L1,L2 refer to the
armlength of the MZI reflector.
also the reflection to the in port and leakage to the add port
can be significantly suppressed. The residual transmission at
the add port is not indicating remaining internal backscatter-
ing. Instead, it is caused by the parasitic reflections outside
the ring, for instance at the grating couplers. The Lorentzian
shaped resonance of the residual transmission at the add port
is actually another proof that there is indeed no backscatter-
ing inside the cavity, otherwise splitting should be present.
Compared to other demonstrated approaches to solve the
problem of backscattering [42], the tunable reflector has
some significant benefits:
– It introduces much lower insertion loss to the circuit.
– It works for all ports of a ring resonator.
– It improves the extinction ratio of the resonance from its
splitting condition.
However, the tunable reflector has a key drawback: because
it is quite large, it limits the FSR of the ring due to the
long roundtrip length. This can be alleviated somewhat by
using more efficient (and therefore compact) phase tuners,
but it remains a fundamental drawback of this approach.
In section 3.2, we will introduce another method to avoid
resonance splitting be manipulating the backcoupling, and
which does not decrease the FSR of the ring.
Even though the reflector increases the roundtrip length,
we can use the manipulation of the peak splitting to engineer
the FSR of the ring. In fact, we demonstrated a ring resonator
with an ultra wide FSR (over 100 nm) and tuning range (over
11 times compared to a conventional silicon ring resonator)
[37]. The principle behind this lies in the fact that strong
internal reflections at a resonance will not lead to splitting
but also degradation of its extinction ratio (ER) as illustrated
Figure 18: Contour plots of the tuning of the single mode
in an ultra wide range. (a) presents the location of the sin-
gle mode. (b) shows the extinction ratio and (c) plots the
side mode suppression ratio in the tuning procedure. Figure
reused from [32].
in Fig. 14 [32]. Also when ∆L = L1−L2 = λ02 an unique
reflection spectrum could be generated from our reflector,
where only one wavelength point in a broad optical range
has zero reflection (noted with λ0), as shown in Fig. 15 [32].
When one resonance of the ring is aligned well at λ0, only
this resonance will exhibit a large ER and non-split shape,
with all the rest showing splitting and small ER as plotted
in Fig. 16. The schematic and microscopic image of such
a device shown in Fig. 17 is similar with the previous one.
They both consist of a ring resonator with a tunable reflector
inside. The differences lie in two aspects: 1. For this device,
the two arms of the reflector need to be different in order
to construct a unique reflection spectrum. 2. There exist
two phase shifters (PS1 and PS2 in Fig. 17) in order to
provide an ultra wide tuning range. PS1 is responsible to
shift the λ0 of the reflector, at a much faster rate which is
given by equation (6), while PS2 is in charge of shifting the
entire ring spectrum to align one resonance to λ0, which is
governed by equation (7):
∆λre f
λ0
=
∆nps1
ng
Lps1
∆L
(6)
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Figure 19: Measured spectra of the single mode ring based
on the data reported in [37]. (a) shows the original condition
where the ring resonance doesn’t match the zero-reflection
point perfectly. (b) gives the results when PS2 is tuned such
that one resonance is well aligned to the zero-reflection
point. The performance gets improved.
Figure 20: By controlling PS1, the zero-reflection point can
be shifted. Then tuning PS2 will again make one resonance
match it to get a good ER and SMSR. 16 mW (around
0.0148 index change) can shift the single mode around
55 nm, which is 11× more efficient than a normal silicon
ring resonator. Figure is based on the one reported in [37].
∆λring
λ0
=
∆nps1Lps1+∆nps2Lps2
ng(Lps1+Lps2)+ne f fLrest
(7)
– ∆nps1 and ∆nps2 are the effective index changes in PS1
and PS2 respectively. Lps1,Lps2 refer to the physical
length of these two phase shifters.
– Lrest stands for the rest length of the ring resonator. Lrest+
Lps1+Lps2 represents the total length of ring L.
– ∆λre f and ∆λring are the shift of λ0 of the reflector and
the resonance of the ring, respectively.
Clearly, the zero-reflection wavelength shifts much further
with the same index change due to the amplification coef-
ficient Lps1∆L . For example, if Lps1 is 100 µm while ∆L is set
to be 6 µm, then λ0 shifts over 16 times faster compared
to a conventional resonance. This enables the possibility to
achieve a wider tuning range of this single resonance. After
λ0 is shifted to a specific position, PS2 will be precisely
tuned to arrive at a condition where ∆λre f = ∆λring+nFSR,
then one resonance of the ring will match this new zero
reflection point, thus a single mode at the new location is
generated. Figure 18 provides the contour plots of the tuning
of this single mode resonance by controlling PS1 and PS2.
As shown in Fig. 18a, the wavelength can be tuned from
1508 nm til 1589 nm by less than 0.7 pi phase shift added
to PS1. Figure 18b and Fig. 18c present the extinction ratio
(ER) and side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) in the tuning
period. They both can be maintained in a satisfying range
(ER¿20dB, SMSR¿13dB).
Figure 21: The schematic of the ring based sensor. One
of the MZI reflector’s arm will be exposed to the sensing
environment.
The experimental characterization confirm the simulated
performance, and both the ultra wide FSR and the tuning
range can be achieved using two-step tuning mechanism via
PS1 and PS2. Specifically, at the original state (Fig. 19a),
we indeed observe an outstanding peak at 1504 nm, how-
ever, as the ring resonance is not perfectly aligned to the
zero-reflection point (λ0), the spectrum shows limited side
mode suppression ratio (SMSR) and extinction ratio (ER).
When we tune the PS2 to shift the entire ring spectrum a
little bit, the resonance can reach an optimized condition
with a large SMSR and ER as evident in Fig. 19b. Next stage
is to tune the PS1 to shift λ0 to a new location as plotted in
Fig. 20a. By consuming only 16 mW (corresponding with
an index change of 0.0148 or temperature change around
80 K), the resonance can be shifted almost 55 nm, from
1504 nm til 1559 nm, which is 11 times more efficient than
a conventional silicon ring resonator. Followed by a slight
tuning of PS2, the SMSR and ER can be improved to the op-
timized condition as present in Fig. 20(b). We notice strong
ripples in the off-resonance band. These ripples are those
residual resonances of the resonator as the internal reflec-
tions could not fully suppress them to negligible conditions.
They will be problematic for applications like WDM filters
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but still, there could be great candidate for sensors with ultra
wide sensing range and single mode laser cavity with broad
operation range.
Some other approaches using grating assisted coupler,
bent coupler or metal particle deposition could also increase
the FSR of a ring resonator [14,15,43,44]. However, grating
usually requires high resolution in its spatial configuration,
which is difficult to guarantee using current CMOS technol-
ogy. While the metal particle deposition would significantly
increase the cavity loss, thus decreasing the Q factor. Also
those approaches couldn’t improve the tuning range of the
resonance.
Figure 22: (a) Background index change will be converted
to a change in the optical split distance. (b) Simulated ∆λ
as a function of ∆ne f f . The efficiency is about 350 nm/RIU.
There are other possible applications for this device: for
instance, it can be used as a very efficient sensor. Current
silicon optical sensors are mainly based on an MZI struc-
ture or a ring resonator to convert the environmental index
change to the optical spectrum change. MZI based sensors
track the transmission change and usually have relatively
low resolution due to the broad optical resonance, but they
are temperature insensitive. It’s the opposite case for ring
resonator based sensors, who track the absolute resonance
shift to provide high resolution, but they are very sensitive
to ambient temperature variation. To combine their respec-
tive advantages and overcome their drawbacks, we propose
to use a ring resonator with a reflector inside as a novel
integrated optical sensor. One arm of the reflector serves as
the sensing arm and is exposed to environment as shown in
Fig. 21 with all the rest parts covered by protection layer. A
reflector inside will cause resonance splitting at the output
of the ring resonator. The principle is to convert the index
change felt by the sensing arm to the change in the split
distance. As the index change will lead to a change in the
reflectivity, which will turn into a change in the splitting
distance (∆λ ). In such way, this sensor is supposed to have
both high resolution and temperature insensitivity, as the
background temperature change will be cancelled out due
to the nature of the balanced MZI. The simulated results
are given in Fig. 22. It has an efficiency about 350nm/RIU
(refractive index unit).
Figure 23: The distance between two peaks could be fully
controllable by tuning the reflector, which could be poten-
tially developed towards a tunable microwave filter.
Figure 24: Implementing reflector in coupled-resonator
structures could further boost the potential functionalities.
Here is an example that coupled resonators with a reflector
in one of them could be able to generate all-passive EIT
with low insertion loss.
Besides being implemented as a sensor, such a de-
vice can also be potentially developed towards tunable mi-
crowave photonics filter. The two peaks of a split resonance
can be used to filter the RF sidebands as their optical dis-
tance is fully tunable by controlling the reflector as plotted
in Fig. 23. Moreover, it’s well known that resonance split-
ting can be taken advantage for fast light applications, due to
the anomalous dispersion brought by the splitting region [8].
As now we have the full control of the splitting condition
of a resonance, we are supposed to fully tune the dispersion
behavior, thus this device can also be engineered for various
pulse advancement.
3.1.3. Reflector in coupled resonators
The examples above are all about the value of putting a
reflector inside a single ring resonator. While, for many ap-
plications, ring resonators are implemented in the way that
two or more resonators are coupled. Applications like slow
light, electromagnetically induced transparency, high perfor-
mance modulators, biosensors, PT-symmetry study, signal
processing etc. [21, 22, 45–47] Use of coupled resonators is
very similar with putting reflector inside resonators as they
are all about activating extra modes and enabling coupling
between those modes. In contrast, using reflector could ef-
ficiently control the mode coupling. So implementing the
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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Figure 25: Conceptual schematic for a ring resonator with
double reflectors inside as earlier proposed in [16]. Extra
Fabry-Perot cavities will be formed inside the ring resonator.
tunable reflector inside those coupled-resonator structures
could further boost the number of active modes and provide
more diverse coupling between different modes. Given the
large design space in coupled resonators with reflectors, we
would not give a comprehensive characterization. Here, a
simple example is provided to prove the value of introducing
reflections into coupled-resonator strictures. It is a classical
coupled resonators but with a reflector in the top resonator
as shown in Fig. 24. Coupled resonators are popular choice
to generate EIT and it usually requires one resonator to have
an ultra high Q and the other to have very low Q [48, 49].
This is very difficult to engineer properly in silicon pho-
tonics as losses are not trivial to manipulate. However, by
putting a reflector in the top resonator, an all passive EIT
could be generated as evident in Fig. 24.
3.1.4. Ring with two internal reflectors
Even though many things can be accomplished with a single
tunable reflector inside the ring, it’s natural to take this one
step further: what if we put two reflectors inside a ring
resonator as shown in Fig. 25. In such a case, which we
presented in [16, 34], the device becomes more complicated
as now it contains three cavities: the ring cavity and two FP
cavities and they are coupled by the two reflectors. In brief,
depending on the working conditions of the two reflectors,
the device can work in four different regimes:
– A normal ring resonator. When both reflectors are
tuned to introduce zero reflections, this device is just
a normal ring resonator with Lorentzian-shaped reso-
nances at its output spectra, as evident in Fig. 26a.
– Resonance splitting will appear when one of them start
to introduce certain reflection as shown in Fig. 26a. In
this regime, applications mentioned in former section
can be achieved.
– Fano resonance: When the second reflectors also start
to increase its reflectivity, two embedded FP cavities
will be constructed. And their outputs or their modes are
determined by two reflectors. Now the device becomes
a mixed cavity system whose output is a result of the
interaction of the FP cavity and the ring cavity. When the
FP mode is tuned to low Q factor and it’s detuned to the
Figure 26: Simulated outputs at the drop port of the device
with two reflectors inside. Multiple phenomenon can be
generated by manipulating the two reflectors.
ring resonance, a Fano resonance will be generated as
shown in Fig. 26c [16, 50]. The Fano resonance can be
further developed towards ultra-high efficiency sensors,
low power consumption switches, novel laser cavities
etc.
– Electromagnetically induced transparency:On basis
of the Fano resonance, if the two reflectors are further
precisely tuned in order to get zero-detuning between
the FP mode and the ring resonance, electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) will be generated as plotted
in Fig. 26d. It is the fundamental phenomenon for slow
light applications.
Clearly, the working conditions of PS1 and PS2 strongly
impact the generated resonance. To provide a more straight-
forward characterization of the device, we define two figures
of merit of the resonance generated at the output: extinction
ratio (ER) and slope rate (SR), as explained in Fig. 27. Also,
two contour plots for these two figures of merit as functions
of PS1 and PS2 are provided in Fig. 28. The x and y axis
represent the phase shift added to PS1 and PS2, respectively.
When PS1/PS2 increases from 0 to 0.5 pi , the reflectivity
also increases from 0 to 100% accordingly. Besides the two
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Figure 27: Two figures of merit to characterize the resonance
generated from the device in Fig. 25. Middle panel shows
the case of Fano resonance while right panel shows EIT
pattern.
Figure 28: Contour plots of ER and SR vs PS1 and PS2.
The x and y axis refer to the tuning range from 0 to 0.5 pi
of two phase shifters. They also represent the reflectivity of
the reflectors from 0 to 100%.
contour plots, four examples of from 4 different regions in
the contour plot are also given. They refer to Lorentzian
resonance, normal resonance splitting, Fano resonance and
EIT, respectively. The former two belong to the large space
of blue in the contour plots, where both ER and SR are low.
The microscopic figures of our devices are given in
Fig. 29, and Fig. 30 presents the experimental results. Each
spectrum in this figure corresponds with a tuning condition
Figure 29: Microscopic images of our devices (a) and a
zoomed view of the heaters (b).
Figure 30: Overall measured spectra of our device with
different tuning conditions of the two phase shifters. The
figure presents a one-to-one correspondence with the three
stages explained in the simulation part and plotted in Fig. 26.
of the two phase shifters. It satisfactorily reproduce the
stages in the simulations, as shown in Fig. 26. In Fig. 30a,
we plot the spectra of Lorentzian-shaped resonances where
both reflectors introduce zero or very low reflections as
well as the normal resonance splitting case where only one
reflector introduces strong reflection. If we further increase
the second reflector’s reflectivity by changing the power
injection to the phase shifter, the Fano resonance starts to
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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Figure 31: Measurements showing the tunability of the Fano
resonance. One phase shifter is fixed with the other one is
receiving different power injection. The maximum ER can
be larger than 40 dB and the sharpest slope has a rate over
700 dB/nm.
appear, as shown in Fig. 30b. The spectra with EIT features
is given in Fig. 30c and a zoom view of one EIT resonance
is plotted in Fig. 30d. EIT is generated on the basis of Fano
resonance, by precisely controlling one phase shifter. As we
can see from the legend in Fig. 30c, the power injection to
PS2 only changes from 0.0 mW to 0.8 mW, but a clear EIT
peak appears.
Figure 32: By precisely controlling one of the reflectors, a
clear EIT peak emerges. Note the tiny change in the power
injection shown in the legend.
Fig. 31 and Fig. 32 present specific characterizations of
the generated Fano resonances and EIT, respectively. Both
show efficient tunability through tuning the metal heaters.
For the Fano resonances, a maximum extinction ratio over
40 dB and slope rate sharper than 700 dB/nm are observed
as evident in Fig. 31. Both values are, to our best knowledge,
still the best achieved in Fano resonances demonstrated in
Figure 33: Measured phase response of this device as earlier
reported in [34]. The abrupt phase change happens only at
the EIT peak.
silicon photonics. The slope rate is over one order of mag-
nitude higher than that of a normal Lorentzian resonance
from a silicon ring resonator. Thus it enables high efficiency
optical sensors and low-power consumption switches based
on silicon ring resonators, as a much less wavelength shift
is needed to achieve equivalent transmission change.
While for the EIT, it’s desirable to implement it in sili-
con photonics as it is the fundamental phenomenon for slow
light applications, like optical buffer or storage. Its key per-
formance indicators lie in the group index around the EIT
peak which is caused by the abrupt phase change within an
ultra narrow optical span. So in contrast to the amplitude
response, it is more interesting to study its phase response.
To get the this, we use an optical vector network analyzer
(OVNA) from Luna Inc. It has an integrated interferometer
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Figure 34: Measured group delay of the spectrum shown in
Fig. 33c. At the EIT peak, there is a larger group delay at
4100 ps, compared to the background level at 3200 ps, the
EIT slows light down at 1100 ps. We also notice some dips
at the delay spectrum at the resonances showing splitting.
This is the so-called fast light phenomenon. Due to our
tunability of the internal reflections, we can achieve both
tunable fast light and slow light.
that helps to extract the phase responses from our chip. The
wavelength resolution is 1.5 pm. Fig. 33 plots the results,
corresponding with the pure Lorentzian-shaped resonance
pattern, normal resonance splitting pattern and EIT reso-
nance pattern. Consistent with former literature, when it’s
pure ring resonance, the phase change only happens near
the resonance wavelength [6]. While at the resonance split-
ting case, there is a gradual phase change in the splitting
region. This phenomenon can be used to demonstrate fast
light [8]. When EIT appears, there is an abrupt phase change
as large as 0.95pi within an optical range around 10 pm. The
extracted group index is as large as 350, which is signifi-
cantly larger than a conventional photonic crystal silicon
waveguide.
Figure 35: A generic programmable silicon ring resonator
that has diverse degrees of freedom and is potential for rich
functionalities. κ represents the field coupling coefficient,
r refers to the field reflectivity of the reflector. φ stands for
phase modulation.
We also give the measured group delay of such a device
using the same equipment as plotted in Fig. 34. Clearly, at
the EIT peak, the group delay is 1100 ps larger than the
background level. We use a figure of merit named delay-
Figure 36: A circuit manipulate and counteract backcou-
pling.
Device Loss (dB/ns) Delay (ps) DBP
our device 35 1100 9.67
PhC cavity [51] 85 17 0.16
Cascade Resonators [19] 65 30 0.94
PhC Waveguide [20] 35 85 8.5
CROW [52] 100 220 41
Coupled Cavity [53] 15 300 5.6
Table 1: A table compares different slow light structures.
bandwidth product (DBP) to compare with other slow light
structures [19,20,51–53]. DBP is defined here as the product
of delay in time t and the bandwidth in frequency ∆ω . Our
device demonstrates the largest delay and has a DBP of
9.67, which is only smaller than a CROW with 100 coupled
resonators as shown in table 1.
What’s more, for the other peak where it shows reso-
nance splitting, we observe a smaller group delay, indicating
a pulse advancement. This is the so-called fast light effect
introduced by resonance splitting [8]. Due our ability to
fully control of the reflections inside the ring cavity (thus
the resonance splitting conditions and the dispersion condi-
tions within the splitting region), we are able to get a larger
pulse advancement ( 1200 ps in our case) than earlier results
from literature [8].
3.1.5. Generic programmable ring resonator
With so many applications achieved from reflections engi-
neering inside a ring resonator, the value of adopting it at the
design stage has been proven. Thus we propose a so-called
generic programmable ring resonator as shown in Fig. 35.
From the viewpoint of behavior model, it contains as many
as 6 parameters that could be manipulated at the design
stage, including the field coupling coefficients at the two
couplers κ , field reflectivity r from two reflectors, phase
contrast between reflectors and the resonance wavelength of
the ring resonator. While in terms of physical structure, each
of those parameters could be tuned using a phase shifter.
We choose to send it to IMEC to enjoy the mature CMOS
fabrication technology and the phase shifter is designed as
adjacent doped silicon waveguide with very high efficiency.
For applications that require fast tuning, the phase shifter
could be alternated to doped silicon waveguide with free
carrier plasma effect. Note that, each coupler of the ring
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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contains two cascaded MZI, in order to get universal tuning
range of the coupling coefficient irrespective of the fabri-
cation variation. The chip hasn’t arrived yet but this ring
is supposed to be able generate all the functionalities that
reply on ring resonator with internal reflections, thus it’s
a much more powerful building block than a single ring
resonator and it could be potentially be the basis for large
scale programmable photonics integrated circuits.
3.2. Engineering backcoupling
As introduced in the section 2, besides the internal reflec-
tions, the backcoupling at the directional couplers also
strongly impact the resonance of a ring resonator. When
we want full control of a (split) ring resonance, we also need
to be able to manipulate the backcoupling. As already dis-
cussed in section 2.2 with the help of Fig. 6 and equation (4),
most rings experience backcoupling to a certain degree and
the impact of backcoupling on the ring resonance cannot be
neglected.
Backcoupling is caused by the directional coupler which
couples a fraction of the optical power to the counter-
directional ring mode. There exist two contributions for the
backcoupling at the couplers. First one is the two scatteres
at the start and end of the couplers due to the perturbation
caused by the adjacent waveguide. This contribution is rel-
atively deterministic and is dominant when the couplers
have short coupling length and small separation. While the
other contribution, which is caused by the internal sidewall
roughness is stochastic and becomes considerable when the
coupling length is long because of the loose confinement in
the coupling section and long interaction length of the field
and sidewall roughness. While the directional coupler can
be optimized to minimize the backcoupling, it is not straight-
forward to design a structure where we can actively control
the backcoupling. Instead, we can obtain the same effect as
backcoupling by controlling the ratio of how much the exter-
nal light excites the CW and the CCW ring mode. In Fig.36
we picture a circuit, which we first presented in [35], that is
designed to introduce and manipulate the backcoupling in a
realistic way. It contains three parts. An MZI with an inte-
grated phase shifter (PS1) is directly connected to the in port
and splits it into two outputs: in1 and in2. By tuning PS1,
the ratio between the light intensity at ports in1 and in2 can
be modified. The second part is another phase shifter (PS2),
which is in charge of the phase difference between the light
propagating from in1 and in2. A third part is a ring resonator
with certain (unknown) internal reflections that lead to res-
onance splitting, and with directional couplers that have a
certain (unknown) amount of backcoupling. The form of the
internal reflections can be either non-deterministic parasitic
reflections (for instance, backscattering), but can also be
controlled by a tunable reflector inside the ring.
At first sight, it’s not straightforward to map this circuit
to a ring resonator with backcoupling induced at the cou-
plers, but the mechanism is similar. In a conventional ring
resonator shown in Fig. 3, the forward coupling κ injects
light into the counter-clockwise mode (CCW ), while the
Figure 37: Simulated spectra show the impacts of PS1 and
PS2. (a) and (b) show the results by varying PS1 and isolat-
ing PS2. (c) and (d) plot the resonances by varying PS2 and
keeping PS1=0.2pi .
Figure 38: Schematic and simulated spectra of a coupled-
resonator circuit. Both resonators have identical eigenfre-
quencies but can have varying loss.
backcoupling κ ′ couples light from in port to the other mode
(CW ). The amplitude and phase differences between κ and
κ ′ impact the resonance splitting. Similarly, in the circuit
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show in Fig. 36, the MZI splits input into two portions in1
and in2. Each of them couples to one of the two circulating
modes (CW ,CCW ) through the directional couplers. In such
a way, one of them serves as the forward coupling κ while
the rest one behaves as backcoupling κ ′ . The split ratio of
the MZI, which is controlled via tuning PS1, will then affect
the relative amplitude difference between in1 and in2. Also
tuning PS2 could effectively modify the phase difference
between them. Thus, this circuit can fully control the power
ratio and phase difference between the excitation of the CW
and CCW mode. This way, the same effect as backcoupling
can be achieved and the asymmetry in the split resonance
can be controlled. Note that, even if the directional couplers
in the ring have a certain amount of parasitic backcoupling,
this can be fully compensated by the circuit.
Figure 39: Microscope image of the devices to manipulate
backcoupling.
To verify this, we build a corresponding optical circuit
model in Caphe and run a series of simulations with varying
key parameters, including the Q factor of the resonator, the
strength of internal reflections, the values of PS1 and PS2
etc. The directional couplers of the MZI are designed to
be 0.5/0.5, thus when PS1 = 0.5pi , the MZI splits the light
into two ports equally. In other words, the backcoupling
has the same magnitude with forward coupling. Some ex-
amples of the output spectra at out1 are plotted in Fig. 37.
Those spectra at out2 show similar trends thus are omit-
ted here. Clearly, by varying PS1 and PS2, the split res-
onance change accordingly. Moreover, under the circum-
stances when PS1 = 1±0.5pi or |κ|= |κ ′ |, one peak of the
split resonance will be completely suppressed, resulting in a
single resonance. This confirms the conclusion obtained in
the introduction section, that is when the amplitude of back-
coupling equals that of the forward coupling, one peak of the
split resonance will be suppressed. All the simulations are
consistent with the simulations of a pure ring resonator with
backcoupling introduced by the couplers shown in Fig. 6.
Another interesting effect is visible in Fig. 37c-d: when
varying the phase shift in PS2, a pattern of double Fano
resonances can be observed observed, each of which has
an asymmetric shape and a sharp slope. This phenomenon
is reported in a more complex coupled resonators system
with asymmetric gain/loss as shown in Fig. 38 [54]. They
Figure 40: Experimental results of the device confirm the
simulated features. By controlling the split ratio of the MZI,
it’s similar to modify the backcoupling of the ring resonator.
are designed to resonate at the same frequency. If both are
lossy, only symmetric resonance splitting can be generated,
while when one resonator has gain instead of loss, those
sharp asymmetric Fano resonances will appear [54]. In other
words, manipulating the backcoupling can be compared to
manipulate the relative gain/loss of resonant mode. To make
it more clear: the two modes (CW and CCW) in our circuit
are equivalent to those modes (a1 and a2) in the coupled
resonator system. By default, the CW mode in our circuit
is only excited by the CCW mode through their mutual
coupling caused by backreflection in the ring. Similarly, the
mode a2 in the coupled resonator is also supported by mode
a1 through internal reflections. The existence of coupling to
a2 provides extra contributions to a2.
We confirmed these findings experimentally. We de-
signed this circuit with a pure circular ring resonator with
bend radius of 35 µm in order to have sufficiently strong
backscattering that can lead to resonance splitting, such
that the effects of backcoupling would become visible. The
fabricated device is shown in Fig. 39. Measured spectra
with varying PS1 and PS2 are shown in Fig. 40. Also for
simplicity, only spectra at out1 are plotted. Clearly, we ob-
serve the resonance splitting, which is caused by the internal
stochastic backscattering. The peak transmission of such a
split resonance is indeed controlled by PS1 and PS2, or in
other words, the phase and amplitude of the backcoupling,
It confirms the backcoupling as a novel degree of freedom
to modify the transmission of a ring resonator besides the
index and coupling coefficient modulation. It could also be
developed for potential applications like single-sideband
filter, microwave photonics filter etc.
Also as shown in the red spectrum in Fig. 40a, one of the
peaks disappears and resonance splitting is eliminated, indi-
cating the backcoupling equals the forward coupling. This
is consistent with the simulation results and could be used
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Figure 41: Details of measured resonances of a ring res-
onator with coupling gap at 400 nm. All resonances show
Q factor larger than 300,000 and satisfying ER.The FSR of
such a resonator is about 2.5 nm. The calculated finesse is
around 600.
as an alternative method to solve the problem of backscat-
tering induced resonance splitting. Compared to the method
discussed in section 3.1.3, it wouldn’t have a detrimental
effect on the FSR of the ring resonator. Besides, tuning
PS2 can also impact the resonance shapes and generate the
double-wavelength Fano resonance pattern as evident in
Fig. 40(b).
Figure 42: Details of measured resonances of a ring res-
onator with coupling gap at 400 nm. All resonances show
Q factor larger than 300,000 and satisfying ER.The FSR of
such a resonator is about 2.5 nm. The calculated finesse is
around 600.
Another noticeable phenomenon is the ultra high Q and
large finesse of the resonances as evident in Fig. 41. All of
them exhibit a bandwidth less than 5 pm, corresponding to Q
factors in excess of 300,000, sometimes reaching 400,000.
Their extinction ratios (ER) are also between 6 dB and
11 dB, which is a satisfying range. The FSR of such a
resonator is around 2.5 nm and the corresponding finesse is
around 600. The FSR and finesse can be further increased by
using smaller a bend radius. The value of 35 µm we chose
here is too large, as we want the stochastic backscattering
to be sufficiently strong to cause resonance splitting, so we
could observe the impact of backcoupling. For practical use,
it can be safely reduced to 5 µm.
Qi =
2ping
αλ0
=
λ0
α×FSR×R (8)
We believe that the measured Q factor of 380,000 is
approaching the intrinsic Q factor only limited by the cavity
loss excluding the coupling loss to bus waveguides. As the
mainstream cognition of the propagation loss of a silicon
standard strip waveguide (450nm×220nm) fabricated with
current CMOS technology (193 nm DUV lithography on
200 mm silicon wafer) is about 2 dB/cm [55, 56]. A res-
onator with this propagation loss and a radius of 35 µm
correspond with an intrinsic Q factor of 384,400 accord-
ing to equation (8). Besides, the 3D FDTD simulation of
the directional coupler in our ring resonator shows a power
coupling coefficient less than 0.003, as evident in Fig. 42.
Indeed, lowering the coupling coefficient is an effective
method to improve the Q factor and ultimately, the intrinsic
Q factor could be reached. But for a conventional resonator
with this low coupling coefficient, the resonances are almost
invisible with an extremely small ER. The reason we got a
large ER is not difficult to understand. For a conventional
ring resonator shown in Fig. 1, it is the interference between
the direct path at the through port and the roundtrip paths
(CCW mode) coupled from the ring resonator to the bus
waveguide that leads to a dip in the spectrum. When the
two parties have similar strengths, the dip is more close to 0
and the resonance has a large ER. While for our device, at
out1 there are extra interference parties besides the two men-
tioned above. The light from in2 couples to the CW mode,
and this mode is coupled to the CCW mode due to internal
reflections. If they are in phase with the CCW mode injected
by in1, they will add up to destructively interfere with the
light at the bus waveguide of out1. This is the reason why
the resonance could maintain a large ER when approach the
intrinsic Q factor. Also we need to admit that, the higher Q
comes at the price of higher insertion loss of the device, as
more light needs to be split into in2 and coupled to the CW
mode.
4. Conclusion
In this paper we gave an overview of our work in charac-
terizing and manipulating the backreflections and backcou-
pling effects in silicon ring resonators, building on our work
presented in [16, 31–35]. We started with modelling and
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analyzing these detrimental and non-deterministic effects,
which are confirmed through measurements on large num-
bers of ring resonators. We asses their impact through both
simulations and experimental characterizations. Given their
strong influence on the resonance of a ring resonator, we
realize the importance of suppressing them, more impor-
tantly, the value of harnessing them as additional degrees of
freedom for design of ring resonators.
Then we systematically proposed, discussed and demon-
strated our work to manipulate the internal reflections and
backcoupling in a realistic and efficient way. The internal
reflections are engineered using integrated tunable reflec-
tor, whose reflection spectrum could be efficiently tuned
using thermo-optic phase shifters. Various applications have
been reported, including the fundamental suppression of
inevitable backscattering caused by the sidewall roughness,
tunable Fano resonance, tunable electromagnetically in-
duced transparency and the slow light phenomenon, a single
silicon ring resonator with an ultra wide FSR and tuning
range, a novel optical sensor based on resonance splitting
and so on. In terms of the backcoupling, we manipulate
it using a dedicated circuit and confirm its impacts on a
split resonance. Adding this as a design parameter for ring
resonator could be of great benefit for various resonance
splitting based applications. Moreover, it could be taken ad-
vantage to eliminate the backscattering induced resonance
splitting and it is proven to push a resonance to its intrin-
sic Q factor without sacrificing its extinction ratio. From
measurements, we observe resonances with Q factor around
400,000 from a silicon ring resonator with strip waveguide
cross-section and TE polarization, which to our best knowl-
edge, is the largest value for this kind of ring resonator.
In summary, we believe that providing these additional
degrees of freedom to ring resonator design could increase
the range of functionalities that are enabled by rings, be-
sides all the applications discussed here, and confirm the
ring resonator as one of the most important components in
integrated optics.
Key words: Resonators, silicon photonics, integrated optics,
Fano resonance, slow light, high Q cavity
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